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Overview
To present a functional approach to understanding behaviour 

To describe key practices that support effective, consistent, 
and practical behavioural data collection
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To demonstrate how this functional approach can inform 
practical collection of usable behavioural data for major and 
minor behaviour
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Data

Information that can be used to inform decision-making and help support an 
assessment of impact 



Why?

“All individuals who assume responsibility for educating students… must 
establish a metric that gives them and others the capacity to assess the impact 
of what they do. "Doing good" is dangerous if individuals do not hold them 
selves accountable for the outcomes of their propositions, pleas, and 
promises.” (Sugai, 1998, p. 174)



Is it just me?



Identifying and defining challenges

Step 1. Am I wondering about a major or minor behaviour?

Minor behaviour:
Behaviour that can and should be managed within the classroom using 
evidence-based practices

For example: 
Calling out – Re-teach
Out of seat – Error correction

Non-example: punching of other students



Identifying and defining challenges

Major behaviour:
Behaviour that results in significant or persistent disruption, presents 
safety risks, or is illegal

For example: 
Possession of illicit substances
Hitting a teacher

Non-example: Calling out



Step 2: Measure what matters to understand the problem

Consider the relevant dimension of behaviour

• Frequency: How often a behaviour occurs within a given time period

• Latency: The time that passes between a cue and a behaviour 

• Duration: How long a particular behaviour lasts

What you are interested should shape what you measure…



Is there a relevant minor behaviour in your context?

Are you wanting to see a behaviour last longer?

Are you wanting to see less of a behaviour?

Are you wanting to see a behaviour occur more quickly?



Ok, practically…



Ok, practically…



Ok, practically…

Apple Google Play

Download Countee



Ok, practically…

Apple Google Play

Download the Be+ App



Ok, practically…



Ok, practically…



Ok, practically…



Ok, practically…



Ok, practically…



Top Tips
• Be clear in your definition of the target

• Collect comparable data - consistent time, subject, lesson phase 

• It is not easy to do when teaching

• Get help!

• Build into existing professional structures

• Check with students

• Simple numbers in a spreadsheet (date + data = graph)

• Trend is your friend!



And then we teach

• Deliver explicit academic and behavioural instruction
• Provide 3-step error correction
• Prompt and pre-correct
• Break tasks down into smallest teachable components (Task analysis)
• Check for understanding
• Use high rates of opportunities to respond
• Use high rates of behaviour specific acknowledgement/praise
• Move around the room
• Smile, be kind



Worked Example 1



Worked Example 2



Worked Example 2



Resources to Support Practice Development
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Practical measurement if the challenges continue

To present a functional approach to understanding behaviour 

To demonstrate how this functional approach can inform practical 
collection of usable behavioural data for major and minor behaviour



Why the theory…
Function focuses our data collection





Thinking functionally

Looking to the “circumstances” to explain behaviour, 
not attributing problem behaviour to the individual



Our job is to fix the 
problem, not to fix 

the blame



Thinking functionally is not…

Asking teachers to assess what a student is thinking or feeling 
whilst they engage in disruptive or challenging behaviour

We care about feelings!!



Behaviour (s)When/where/what What do I get or get 
away from?

The components of functional thinking



Behaviour (s)When/where/what

Context

What do I get or get 
away from?



Behaviour (s)When/where/what

Context

What do I get or get 
away from?

Function



BehaviourAntecedent Consequence

The ABCs



Example: Student line-up

Student runs 
away from the 

line/class 
entrance

Bell goes
Prompt for line 

up

ES goes to student 
and talks

Spends time outside



Non-Example: Student line-up

Teacher spends 
40mins following 
student, asking 

why, and 
counselling

Student runs 
away



Example: Disruptive Student

Talking loudly and 
laughing

Swinging on chair

Independent practise
Literacy task

“Enough! Quiet down. 
Russ, Out. Go to the 

year level office.”
*sent from the class
*does not complete 

work



Example: Teaching a ‘Disruptive Student’

*Raised voice
“Enough! Quiet down. 

Russ, Out. Go to the 
year level office.”

Independent practise
Literacy task

Students loudly talking 
and laughing

Some students swinging 
on chairs

*Russ leaves
*Students go quiet

*Students go back to 
class

*Frustration, but also…



Behaviour Only



Behaviour-in-context



Behaviour-in-context



Behaviour-in-context



Behaviour-in-context



Behaviour-in-context



Behaviour-in-context

• When

• Where

• What

• Who

• Evidence to help us understand why behaviour is occurring

This type of data provides us with…



Worked Example 1



Worked Example 2



Worked Example 2



Top Tips
• Be clear in your definition of the target

• Be objective

• Thoughts and feelings are important, but we don’t assume

• Get help!

• Build into existing professional structures

• Ask students when things are calm

• Check data for disparities…



It still comes back to teaching…

• Deliver explicit academic and behavioural instruction
• Provide 3-step error correction
• Prompt and pre-correct
• Break tasks down into smallest teachable components (Task analysis)
• Check for understanding
• Use high rates of opportunities to respond
• Use high rates of behaviour specific acknowledgement/praise
• Move around the room
• Smile, be kind



Some Resources and Readings

Knowledge for Teachers Podcast w/ Brendan Lee – Ep 1.
https://www.learnwithlee.net/kft-russfox/

ABC recording – Victorian Department of Education
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/school/teachers/management/improvement/abc-scatter-plot-data.pdf

Think Forward PL session #1
https://thinkforwardeducators.org/meetings-for-members/fox-leif-behaviour-feb2022

Think Forward Q&A session
https://thinkforwardeducators.org/meetings-for-members/fox-leif-behaviour-jul2022

“There is no such thing as a bad boy”: Igniting compassion for problematic behavior – TED talk by Dr. Patrick Friman
https://www.ted.com/talks/pat_friman_there_is_no_such_thing_as_a_bad_boy_igniting_compassion_for_problematic_behavior

Accompanying published article - Friman, P. C. (2021). There is no such thing as a bad boy: The Circumstances View of problem 
behavior. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, n/a(n/a). https://doi.org/10.1002/jaba.816

https://www.learnwithlee.net/kft-russfox/
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/school/teachers/management/improvement/abc-scatter-plot-data.pdf
https://thinkforwardeducators.org/meetings-for-members/fox-leif-behaviour-feb2022
https://thinkforwardeducators.org/meetings-for-members/fox-leif-behaviour-jul2022
https://www.ted.com/talks/pat_friman_there_is_no_such_thing_as_a_bad_boy_igniting_compassion_for_problematic_behavior
https://doi.org/10.1002/jaba.816


Thank You
Dr. Russ Fox

Monash University
Russell.fox@monash.edu

Please reach out!


